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CAPACITY BUILDING WITHIN THE UGANDA POLICE FOR
PROTECTION OF WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S RIGHTS.

1. INTRODUCTION:
A mission was undertaken to Uganda, from 5-16 October, on the
~equest of the Uganda Police Force for advisory services in designing a
training program and a work plan for the implementation of the project,
"Capacity Building within the Uganda police Force for Protection of
Women's and Children's rights". This was a request for follow-up of
earlier technical advisory services in-which ECA provided support to the
Uganda Police Force in designing a capacity building program for
mainstreaming gender in the Police. The project proposal, which
resulted from the advisory support, has now been accepted for funding by
UNICEF, Uganda office as well as the Ministry of Gender, Labor and
Social Development. The initial activity was to design a generic training
program to be used in enhancing police capacity, at national and district
leveL in the protection of women's and-{:hildren's rights.

•

To ensure that an effective and relevant training program is
developed, the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (ECA)
also provided funds for two specialists in training on gender and women's
as well as children's rights in Uganda. During the two weeks, the consultants from Associates for Change and the Uganda Association of
Women Lawyers worked with the Regional Advisor from ECA, and with
Ms. Hellen Alyek from the Uganda Police Force to design the training
. program as well as the work plan.

The draft-training program as well as the work plan for phase one
are attached. The same consultants will be the main trainers during the

two weeks of training for national trainers. The actual training will take
place from January 11-21 1999. The months of November and December
will be used to collect and package training materials to be used in the
national training workshop.

2. THE PROCESS USED IN DEVELOPING THE TRAINING

PROGRAM:
It was agreed that a participatory group approach should be used in
designing the training program. Under the coordination of ECA, the
consultants and the project coordinator from the Uganda Police force
worked together on a daily basis and designed the program. UNDP,
Kampala provided the logistical support (working room, computer
services and materials needed for (he meetings) for the work group.
The tasks to be completed in the two weeks were agreed upon in the
first meeting between the consultants and the project coordinator in the
police and the Regional advisor. The tasks to be completed during the
period from 5-16 October were ouclined as follows:

•

a.

Briefing on the vision and direction of the gender mainstreaming
and human rights protection program by Hellen Alyek, program
coordinator at the Family Protection Unit of the Uganda police
force.

b.

Review of (he project proposal to ensure that the comments of the
UNICEF are reflected in designing the training program.

c.

Visits to relevant officials, e.g., the head of the Police Unit,
UNICEF, Ministry of Gender. Labor and Social Development, The
Human Rights Commission, UNDP, UNFPA and National
Children's Desk.

d.

Discuss and agree on training objectives, as well as the target to be
trained at different levels.
.J

e.

Design the training program for the TOT: the designed progr.am
should make allowances to include the process for the trainers to
come up with the district level training program.( For example
during the sessions on designing the training program, work groups
should focus on designing the program to be used at the district
level. This can be packaged later on as.a training manual for
district level training.)

f.

Draw up a work plan for the first phase of the program.

g.

Identification of training materials, e.g. case studies, posters,
articles and other sources.

,

All the tasks identified were completed except for item 7,
identification of training material. This task will be completed in
December and January. In the meantime, the lead trainers will identify
the training materials needed for each session and forward them to ECA
for packaging into a training manual, by the third week of November.

3. MEETINGS WITH POSSIBLE COLLABORATING AGENCIES:
a.

•

Meeting with the Director. Directorate of Gender, Ministry of
gender. Labor and Social Development:

The Ministry of Gender has been collaborating with the Family
Protection Unit of thelJganda Police Force, on an ad-hoc and very
limited basis, in the process of providing counseling to individual women.
At the same time. the Ministry provides gender training aimed at
building capacity in gender mainstreaming within district development
programs. Among its target for gender training, the police at district
level has been included because they playa crucial role in the protection
of women and children and in the process of empowering women.

,
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•

•

I

The main purpose of discussion with the Ministry was to identify
ways in which the Ministry could collaborate with and support the
initiative of the Family Protection Unit in developing capacity, at district
level, for protection of women's and children's rights.
It was agreed that since the Ministry has plans to train the police at
district ~veL but has not developed either the strategy or the training
materials, .the
legal department of the Ministry should work jointly with
the Family protection unit in training the police at the district level. It
was agreed that there will be joint activities as follows:
~

1.

The officer in charge of training and the legal department at the
Ministry will participate in the designing of the training program.

n.

Ministry staff will be involved in the national training of trainers
program, both as participants as well as trainees.

lll.

The ministry will support training activities in 8 districts. The .
ministry has budgeted for 20 trainees at the district level. It was
agreed that 10-14 trainees will panicipate in the district level
training. However, in the districts funded by the Ministry, county
and sub-county level training can be implemented immediately as
follow-up activities to the district level training.

b.

Meeting with UNDP Deputv Resident Representative:

The UNDP Deputy Resident Representative attended a session of
the training team, for a briefing on the progress of the program. In the
briefing, he was given an update of the tasks already carried out. The
strategy of the program, which is to focus on creating capacity within the
policy and among the district leadership for protection of the rights of
women and children, was also discussed.

The Deputy Resident Representative expressed the UNDP's interest
in the program.

5

c. Meetim2: at the Human Rights Conunission:

.

The Mandate of the Uganda Human Rights Commission is to
identify and address systemic abuse of human rights in Uganda. The
meeting was to brief the commission on the Uganda Police Force
Program and to enlist the support and cooperation of the Commission in
implementation of the program. The Director of the Commission agreed
to be a member of the technical advisory committee. It was also agreed
that the training team for the Capacity building program will seek advise
in developing materials, especially on the session on Human rights and
the Uganda Constitution.
4. ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE MISSION:

•

a.

The major objective of the mission was to provide technical
advisory support in designing a generic training program that will
be used in the project to train trainers in the protection of women's
and children'S rights. This task was completed and the drafttraining program, which indicates the training needs, the training
plan, the timetable as well as the work plan for 2 years is attached.
The training programwill packaged into a training manual, by the
end of Kov.ember, once all the training materials have been
identified.

b.

Additional support for implementation of the program has also been
identified. In a meeting with the Director, Directorate of Gender in
the Mirustry of Gender, Labor and Social Development, the Ministry agreed to collaborate with Family Protection Unit of the
Uganda Police Force by paying for a maximum of eight District
level trafning program. The level of
funding that has been conunitted is for 8 district. This will enable
the police unit to pilot district level training in II districts, out of 45
districts.

6
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5. FOLLOW UP ACTIVITIES:
Work plans, indicating the activities to be undertaken, by January
1999, and in the next two years is attached. The role of ECA as well as
the level of advisory support required in the first phase oT the project,
which is ro last two years. are also indicated. Basically, however,
technical agvisory services will be required as follows:
-

,

a.

Finalization and packaging of the training program, to be done at
ECA. This should be done by week 1, December 1998

b.

Participation in the tecPnical advisory group meetings, to be held
twice a year in Uganda. The first technical advisory group meeting
is planned for the first week of December to review the training
program.

c.

Participation (as resource) in the training of National training of
trainers(TOT) program, to be carried out in Uganda. The TOT is a
once only activity, but it will be followed by District level training
programs. Advisory services will not be required at district level,
since the role of the technical advisory group will be to review, and
advise on the overall implementation of the program. The National
TOT will be carried out from 11-21 January 1999. The Uganda
police Force has also requested for the Director of the African
Center fOT Women to attend the opening of the workshop, which is
also the launching of the program.

d.

At the end of the first phase of the program, there will be a
monitoring and evaluation review of the project. ECA will provide
technical support to the exercise. The review will take place in
October 2000.
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6. IMPACT:
While it is too soon to state clearly what the long term impact is, the
short and medium term impact are clear:
.

Short Term impact:

•

a.

Through the ECA technical advisory support, the Family protection
Unit of the Uganda Police Force has designed a comprehensive fiveyear program for the protection of women's and children's rights.
This has also been translated into a fundable project proposal to
which UNICEF, Uganda and the Ministry of Gender, Labor and
Social Development have already committed support.

b.

A generic training program which will be used to strengthen the
capacity of the Uganda Police Force to deal with violations of
women's and children's rights, has been developed and will be in
use by January 1999.

Medium Term impact:
It is ,Dossible, even now on the basis of the achievements made so
far, to predict the medium term impact. Given the current level of
funding, the commitment of the collaborating institutions (that is, the
Family Protection Unit of the Police Force, the Ministry of Gender;
Labor and Social Development ), and the capacity of technical support
available (from ECA), the following impact can be expected:
.

•

a.

Enhanced technical and administrative capacity of the National
Family Protection Unit to coordinate, and monitor the role of the
police to protect the rights of women and children, at all levels.

b.

Improved skills and services at community level and within the
police force, in protecting the rights of women and children.

c.

Greater collaboration between the police, district leaders,
8
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IV. THE TRAINING PROGRAM FOR THE NATIONAL TOT
Training Program Objectives:

I.

To develop and strengthen the trainers' knowledge based on: a)
b)

c)

The human rights and laws relevant to the rights of women ana children;
the structure and powers [jurisdiction] of different courts in··
_ Uganda, including the new structures under the Children'S Statute;
procedures and antecedents for accessing the different courts-and remedies.

2.

To create awareness, among the trainers, of gender and culture as key factors in detennining
attitudes, practices and the status and rights of women and children;

3.

To impart skills which will enable the trainers to analyze common situations from a gender
perspective:

4.

To develop skills necessary for gender sensitive and efficient handling of victims, informants
and investigations of violations of women and children's h~an and legal rights;

5.

To develop and enhance adult training skills;

6.

To develop skills in managing the training function.

The training plan

Arising from the above objectives, the content for the TOT addresses the need to develop the
correct gender sensitive attitudes as well as gender analysis skills; to enhance knowledge on issues
related to the human rights of women and children; to develop skills for dealing with violence against
women's and children's rights as well as related training skills. The content that is outlined below
addresses all the identified need areas.
A

Training content addressing the attitude and knowledge base:

1. Introduction of human rights principles:
== what is meant by human rights
o what is the significance of human rights?
- how has it developed? (national and global)
n what are the key rights for all; for men; women and children?
o what are the rights to equality and non-discrimination as particularly relevant to women
and children?
~ what is the role of the state. (e.g. police) and the right of the public to expect action from the
state.
7

Introduction to the constitution of Uganda
CJ The Bill of rights.
Rights of women.

'J

Rights of children
Hierarchl' of laws,

3, The child in Uganda
lleveloping a protik "r' the I'ganda c hdd t in a plcai rural area,
ur ban area and 0 rphan, )
= the social economic comex\,
the I'mious needs, (practical and strategic), and how they
translate into cnti tiemenL Examine the needs for Surlil I'at
developmem and protection,
obligations at various levels! for example, emitlement as against
the family, the community and the state,
the laws relating to the children in Uganda,
the various courts and mechanisms for the protection
and enforcemem of children's rights
= roles and responsibilities of the child in Uganda
= the responsibilities of communities and the general public
(medical profession, teachers, probation ofilcers, local council otIiciais, neighbors etc)

t,

middle class sening ,

=

=
=

-I.

The woman in Uganda

•
•
•
•
•

Developing a protile of the woman in Uganda (in groups)
The socioeconomic context (gender and culture)
the gender roles of men and II omen
opporrunities (status, access and control, education etc)
the various needs, entitlementlpractica1istrategic: survival. development and protection)

•
•
•
•
•

letw relating to marriage and di l'Ol'ce
property rights and inheritance
I'iolence in the t8mily
\'iolence in the Cllmmunitv, inciuding rape, sexual harassment
the larious courts, procedures and OTher social structures for the protection Df women's rights in
l:ganda
the roles and responsibilities of communities and the general public ( police, pwbation and welfare
ollicers, local council officials, neighbors, the medical profession etc,)

•

fraining content addressing [he skills base:

•

Gender analysis skills (Kll'l'ard li'amell'Ol'K ~ practical needs/strategic interests) + diSCUSSion in
the cultural context.
1

Gender analysis of law and its application

3,

Skills in identif~;ing and dealing \\'ith cases of violence against women and child abuse
(common symptoms, common expbnations. reasons for victim behavior. interviewing skills.
II hat to look for eIC I

-I.

introduction to counseling (locus on I'ictims of gender specitic I'iolence and members of the
t"mlily)

6

5.

The role of different professions and effective procedures (including compliance with legal
requirements)
• the police
• the medical profession
• prohatiol1 ,mel \I·cl t:lre
• teachers
• laINyers

h.

The role ofciyij society :md communities
• local councils
• religious leaders and organizations
• clan leaders
• NGOs

7

Skills in handling investigarions

C

Training content for training skills.

I.

The concept of training (an introduction of the concept and different rypes of training)

2.

Methodologies for Adult training

3.

Target + needs identification and the designing of training program
• Setting objectives
•

Identifying program content

-I.

Implementation of the training program (developing the training workshop program.
appropriate techniques and process in adult training)

).

Managing the training nmction
• liaison with local and distnctleadership
• selection of participants
• logistical =angements I selection of venue. transport. training materials, on-site amenities}
• requisitioning Qnd acconDling for funds
• reponing skills (form:n for training repon)
• monitoring the training activity

()

How to nse the resource package QS a guide in their O"TI training

~OTE Selected materials used in the TOT

ill be combined with others and compiled into a resource
package for use by the trainers during the district level training.
\I
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, D. Content of training program at district level:
TARGET GROUP

•
•
•
•
•
•

-+ police oflicers ("ho \\ill fonn the nucleus of the family protection unit at each district)
District Local council ( V'Ce Chairperson.,. 2 representatives of the execunve comminee)
Inspector of schools
'lGOs
District Probanon Otli<:cr
District Community Devek)pmem Ot1icers

The content at district level will be basically the same as that of the- nationai level trainers,
However. the diSlrict level training is expected to be more tocussed on the issues within a particular
chmicl rather lhan national level issues, ne panicipants at the district level are also more varied and
therefore. the trainers will be expected to address skills and knowledge needs of a varied nature,
according to the participants' needs,

AT DISTRlCT LEVEL THE TRAINING FOR KNOWLEDGE BASE WILL COVER THE
FOLLOWL'VG:
I,

Introduction of human rights principles
•
•
•
•
•
•

what is meant by human rights
what is the significance of human ngius"
how has it developed? wadonai and global)
what are the key rights tor al:: tor men: IVomen and children,)
what are the rights to equalitY ::md non-discrimination as panicularly relevant to women
and children'
what is the role of the Slate, (e,g, police) and the right of the public to expect action from
the state,

Introduction to the constitution of l'g:mdll
•
•
•
•

the Bill ot'rights.
Rights of women.
rights of children
hierarchy of I~\\'s,

.:;, The child in Uganda

•
•
•
•
•

developing a profile of the Uganda cluld (in a typical rural area, middle class setting. urban
area and orphan.)
the social economic context.
the various needs. I practic:l1 and su:negic). :lnd how they translate into entitlement.
Examine [be needs jar slirvivai. dc\-dopment and protection_
objjgations m variolls lelels (lor example. entitlement as against the family, the community
and rhe Slate, )
the laws relating to the children in Uganda,

8

the various courts and mechanisms for the protection and enforcement of children's rights
roles and responsibilities of the child in Uganda
the responsibilities of communities and the general public (medical profession, teachers,
probation officers, local cOW1cil officials, neighbors etc)
~_

-

-

The woman in Uganda
Developing a profile of the woman in Uganda (in groups)
The socioeconomic context (gender and culture)
• the gender roles of men and women
• opponunities (status, access and controL education etc)
the various needs, entitlement (practical/strategic; survi vaL
development and protection)
the law relating 10 women
• law relating 10 marriage and di vorce
• propeny rights and inheritance
• violence in the family
• violence in the communiry, including rape, sexual harassmen
tbe various COliTIS, procedures and other social structures for the
protection of women's rights in Uganda
the roles and responsibilities of communities and the general public
( police. probation and welfare officers. local council officials, neighbors.
the medical profession etc_)
Inventory of relevant sen-ices available in the district and appropriate
procedures for reterrals (health. poiice. legal advice. counseling. NGOs etc)

CONTENT FOR SKILLS BASE
I.

Gender analysis skills (Hanmd framework + practical needs/strategic interests) + discussion in
the cultural context.
Gender analysis of low and its application
Skills in identirying and dealing Wilh cases of violence against women and child abuse
(common symptoms. common explanations. reasons for victim behavior, interviewing skills.
what to look for etc) -'

•

4-

Introduction to counseling (focus on ,-,cl1ms of gender specific violence.and members of the
ianlily)

5_

The role of different protessions and eitec[lve procedures (including compliance with legal
requirements)
• the police
• [he medical profession
• probation and "elLlre
• teachers
• lawyers

6_

The role oj civil society and communities
• local councils

9

•
•

•

religious leaders and organizations
clan leaders
NGOs

S~ills

in handling lTIwstigmions

CONTENT FOR PUBLIC EDUCATION SKILLS

•

I.

The concept of public educatIon (an introduction of the concept and different types of public
educationl

2.

Methodologies for Adult learning

,

Target + needs identitication and the designing of adult education program
• Setting objectives
• Identifying program content-

-I.

Implementation of the program (developing the training workshop program, appropriate
techniques and process in adult training)

).

Managing the training function
liaison with local and district leadership
• selection of participants
• logistical arrangements ( selection ofwnue. transport, training materials. on-site amenities)
• requisitioning and accollnting for funds
• reporting skills (format for training report)
• monitoring the training activity

6.

Planning offollow-up activities

10
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TilE T!{AINING PLAN
& Time
..

---'~---.

II .iall, 1999

9:00- 12:30

2J)O -5:30

Topic

Content

Obicctivcs

-----'----.--. f----- - - - - - - - GenewJ Introduction & opening I I. Ol1icial endorsement of the program
2, Agree on expectations and tmining program
3. Gel participants to know each other
facilitator

Introduction
principles

or

I. An appreciation ofhwlHm rights
froll1 which women's and children's
2, Create an understanding of I !ganda's
national obligations with regan! to children
women's human rights.

I. OffiJial opening ceremony
2. Self introductions
3. Discussion of expcclatiolls
program review
---

..

I. concept "I' human ri~hts

2. its signilic~nce
3. global and national historical
deVelopment
3. key rights for all
4. rights to equality and lIondiscrimination
5. role of tbe state

······----------------------------------11--------

12 Jan, 1998

8:30

10:20

Introduction to the Constitution
of Uganda

10:00

I. An appreciation of the constitution as the
source of women's and ~hildren's rights in Uganda

2. An understanding of the specific cOllstitutional
guarantees of these right

Introduction to gender and
gender analysis

\. an appreciation oflhe socio-cultural context
which defines women and men, boys and girls
and their status and position
2. illlroduce skills and tools for beller
b

U

"''''

-..;."...

. . , . "/

...

\t:,:"..... """''''.. ""' ......~"IC"O·C"OJL_ _ _ __

I. the concept ofa conslitulion and the
hierarchy of laws
2. the Bill of Rights
3. the rights of women
4. the rights of children

I. what is' gender
2. the relatiomhip bctv..ecn culture and
gender
2. gender and the status of women and
girls
3. what arc the tools for understanding

[----

-----.-~

- - - - - - - . __ .

-

---------\---------_._---------

--- - - - - _ . _ - -------_._-gender rdat ions and gender roles

4. gender analysis of laws
13 Jan. 1999

The woman in Uganda

10:20-5.30

I. Understand the socio-economic 'context which
defines thc woman in Uganda
2. Introduce the legal provisions relating to
women
3. Create an appreci<ltion of the link between the
law end women's necds, entitlement and
obligations as determined hy the socioeconomic
context
4. Create nn awarencss of the structures and
procedures lor the protection of womcn's rights

*7

The roles of pro\essi"n,tis, Cllllllllllllity nnd
the puhlic

14 Jan. 1999
8.30-5.30

-

The child in Uganda

I. Understand the situation and the
socioeconomic context which define a child in
Uganda
2. Introduce the legal provisions relating to
children
3. Create an appreciation of the link between the
law and children's needs, entitlement and
obligations as determined by the socioeconomic
context
4. Create awareness of structures and the

J1

---------

1. Develop the prolile of <I woman in

Uganda
2. Review the socioecollomic conlext
and the related gender roles and
opp0L1unities
3. Identify the needs (practical/strategic:
survival, development and protection)
4. The laws relating to women Illlarri'lge,
divorce, propcrly rights and inheritance,
violence in thc I~mily twife-battering,
physical and Illental torture) and the
coll1l1nmity ( Illcluding rapc, sexual
harassment.
5. procedures and other social structures
for protection ofwoll1cn's rights (c.g.
various courts).
6. Problem areas with thesc procedures
and structures
I. Develop a profile ora child in Uganda
2. Review the socioeconomic context
and the related gendcr roles and
oppbrtunities
I,
3. IdentifY needs, entitkment
(pract icallstrat egic/survi val/development
aI/protection
4. Examine obligations at various levels
(famil~, commnnity and state)
5. The laws relating to children in

12
neccssary procedures for the protection of
children's rights

15 Jan. 1999

8.45-1030

Skills in identifYing and dealing
with cases of violence against
women and children

Uganda
6. Courts, mcchanisms and proct:dures
for the protection and enforcement of
children's rights
7. Roles and responsibilities oflhe child
ill Uga~da
8. Responsibilities of professionals,
comI1lunities and the public

I. Develop a profile and discuss different
I. Enhancing skills in identifYing conunon
fonns of violence against children
symptoms for the different forms of violence
2. Discuss the Socio-cultural context and
2. Enhancing sensitivity in receiving and
obtaining information from survivors (victims) of explanation of the abuse
violence,
3. Identify the common symptoms and
identifY the reasons for victim's behavior
3. Appreciation of the range of needs of the
! 4. Review currenlmethods or procedures
survivors and the appropriate services available
. for receiving or obtaining information
from victim
5. Develop a profile for sensitive
procedures in obtaining information
from survivors
6. Jdentity the

13

15Janl998
10:4 - 5:30

Skills in handling and
investigating crimes against
women and children

I.

2.

3.

16 Jan.1999
8;30 - 5:30

Introduction to counselling skills

Appreciating the need ror special skills
in investigating crimes ag~inst women
and children
To enhance the skills in interviewing
survivors, inronnants, and other
witnesses
Enhancing skills in collecting and
preserving relevant evidence

4.

Increase understanding of relevant
proccdlll'cs.

I.

To appreciate the cpncept and
relevance of counselling

I. Show the sociocconomic contcxt oflhes~
crimes and how it dirfcrs rrom others e.g.
eommit1ell by peoplc who are close to the
victim, committed in privacy with no
witnesses, soc ictal attitudcs towards these
crimes (accepted culturally); taboos in
speaking about the crime openly etc.
2. Communication skills
3. Questioning techniques for dirferent kinds
or people
4. Recording or statements (kccping in mind
the legal requirements, elements of the crime,
accuracy of the statcment ctc)
5. Develop check-list to guidc invcstigating
officer
6. What is required evidence for crimes of
violence against womcn and childrent?
Disc~ss the police procedures for collection
and preservation of such evidence

I.

The conceept of counselling

2.

Counselling skills for handling the
survivor of
, abuts (how to put her at ease;
to know that thl! abuse is wrong; that it
was not her fault; that there is help
available; the importance of telking about
details of what ahppenend; that they can
moye on with life, etc.)

3.

Skills in family counselling (need for
famil~ sU12120ert for the survivor, hel12

2. To equip the participants with skills for
sensitive handling of and counselling in
situations of violence against women and
children

I

,---- -------

------

,

-r
4.

.------.-

18 .Ian. 1999

r---

..- - -

Training Skills

To

-c----

.------------.

I.

Understand the concept of training

2.

To equip the participants with skills in
auult training
,
Skills in designing training
programmes

21 Jan. 19<)9
3.

4.

14

-

them understand that violence is a crime
and they have a resJlonsibility to prevent
or report it; conilict resolution; to
undetstBnd the syml'tons or abuse, etc.)
Skills in cOllnselling the suspects (to J..now
that it is wrong and a crime)
--

.. -

I.

Introduction to the concept and different
typcs or training

2.

Methouologies for adult learning

3.

Targets and needs identification

4.

Designing of training prograames for adult
learners

5.

How to usc their resoruce package

6.

Ilow to adapt resource package to local
circumstances

7.

Introducting public education skills.

Skills in Inanaging the training function

I

21 Jan. 1999

Work Plan and follow-up

11:45-12:45

Preparation for closing Ceremony

Review the work-plan for follow-up
activities and allocation of tasks

I. Provide time and framework for
developing the message and content that is
to be shared with the officials during the
.
I
clOSIng
,
2. Introduce and discuss work-plan for
follow-up activities
3. Allocate responsibilities
I

I

2:00

15
Discuss and assess what has been leamed and
overall experience

Evaluation
I--

Oflicial Closing

.............. .....J...............• _ _

"~'J

... _.u~~,

To provide an opportunity for the national
trainers to share their experience and vision
will] key officials
L
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VIII WORK-PLAJ'l FOR PHASE 1·

(October 1998 - October 2000)

Phase 1 will consist of the follo\>;ing main activities:-

!.

The preparation for the National Level training of trainers (TOT)

2.

The national level TOT

3.

Technical Advisory Committee meetings

4

.Standardization and compilation of the training package

5

Pilot district-level training

6.

Mid-term review of Project
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VI.

DET AILED TIMET ABLE FOR THE TOT:
JANUARY 11-21 1999
1111/99
- - - -------- --

9.00 a.m.
..

- -----

~

- - - -------- --

I

Official Opening

H.ALYEK

.

10.30 a.m.

BREAK

I LOOa.m.

Introductions

~ ....

-----~

----.-

...

F.BUTEGWA

--

....

[
-------

~.--. .-

11.20 a.m.

Ex-e.ectations and Program review'

12.45 p.m.

LUNCH - BREAK

2.00 p.m.

Introduction to Human Rights

4.00 p.m,

. .---

4.15 p.m,
- . - 12/1/99

8,30 a,m,

I .--.----

8.45 a.m,

.~

BREAK
Equality and Non-discrimination
._-

F.BUTEGWA

- -----

...

M.N.SSEMAKULA

....;-

M,N,SSEMAKULA
---- --

...

----------

Review of the previous day
Introduction 10 the Constitution of Uganda
And the rights of Women and Children

F,BUTEGWA
FIDA(U)

----~

I

,-

L

10,00a,m.

BREAK

10.20 a.m,

Introduction to Gender

Ministry of Gender, Labor and C::M;~l
,
Developrnent.
I

.

12.45 p.m .

LUNCH - BREAK

2.00

13/11'19

Introduction to GC'nJer Analysis

a.m.

Rc"ic:w or Ihe previous
Gender and Ihe Lav{

5 it.ll).

11L

12-15
2.00 jllll.
5.30 p.m.
14{l/')<}

~>.30 a.IlL

8.45

F.illl:rHiWA
":I:.IllEH!l.;
\1,' A
'."..

,'

c

I3REA(';'

a.lll.

10 "0 a

17
tvlini,lr) oi' (i.;ndcr, Labor and Social
Development.
T·\DRIA .H.

The

W"l11~n

F.1l1 JTH,W A

LUNCH B({EAK
Law Rci;,ling to 'A"omen's Rights

!'IDA (II)

END
Revic\\ of the previous day.
The Child in Uganda: l'rolile and Socio-CC0I1011lic Context.

F.BUTEGWA

FlDA

'Ull.

10.10 a.m.
10.50 a.m.

BREAK
The Laws ""<lliug \0 Children's Rights

12.45 p.m.

LUNCH' - BREAK

2.00 pill.

(Continued)
I
Support and enforcement ofChildrcn'$ rights

3.15 p.m.

BREAK

F1DA

FIDA (U)

'-

:_;... -- .. ,- .

~

<

:::l

Vl

o

-=u

'-

"

:~

:E

0"

"

~

-=
o
:::;
c:<:

0;

~

":::l

:.J

'"
~

c..

E

"',

c

"',

C
;Z
l.:..l

~

c..

co
,..,

ci.

2
V")

,.,;

-t

..,.

° ,

,.....

~

~
~

-

~

cO

~

,..,"

1"

WAS a.l11.

12.45 p.l11.

UINCI1-I~REAK

2.001'111.

Continued with the Jbove

~

1611 199

Skills in hondling and Invcstigoting cril11d ofl·iolcnce Vs
·\\'olilen ~nd children

4:;; nm

nevelnn

rJl~r.k

li"l In Pilide

illv~~ti~~linp nrfir.f':r~

5.30 p.m.

END

8.30 a.l11.
8.45 a.l11.

Review previous day
Introduction to Counseling skills: What/\vhy

.'\I.YI:K.II. .·\ND
F.f1l JTEt ;WA

AL YEK .1 LAND 1.I3UTEGWA

AI YFK II ANI) F flllTFGWA

F.IlUTE(J \VA
I

10.30 a.m.

BREAK

,\LYEK IFIJ)/\ (U)

lilAS a.m.

CmmscllllJ.! survivors

llr violcllcc:labusc against "omen 'lI1d

II. ,\I,TKIHIlA (Ii)

children
12.45 p.m.

LUNCH - BREAK

2.00 p.m.

COllnseling the Family
H. ALYEKlFIDA

3.30

1811199

BREAK

3.45 p.lll.

COUllsclll1g the suspect

4.45 p.m.

Review of the Week

5.30 p.rn.
8.30 a.m.

END

10.30 a.m.

Tntroduction to the concept of training and different
methodologies

BREAK

IL ALYEKlI:IDA
TRAINING TEA1-.·1

F.BllTEGWAIIl.Tadria and Ministry "f
Gender, Labor ~l1d Social Development.

IOAS a.l11.

Designing or a training pmgmm

12.45 p.m.

l.UNCH

2.00 p.m.

Continue with the above

330 p.m.

BHEAK

3.45 p.m.

Continue
Review or previous day
Practical skills in elesigning of a training program

1911/99

8.30 a.m.

'::1
r.BUTEGWA/I-LTaoria ano t-linistry of
Gcnder, Labor and Social! k\ dopmcnl.

of Gender, I.ahor and Social
Developlllent.
TADRIA .It

F.l3lflHiWA
Ministry of Gcnder. Lahor
Development.

Social

TADRIA
5.30 p.m.

2011/99

END

8.30 a.m.

Report on training and discussion of designs of a training
program

1OJO a.I'\1.

BREAK

F.l3ulegwa/Tadriu &
Ministry of Gelldcr, Labor anel Social
Deve IopmenL

.) ')
4~

12.45 p.m.

BREAK'

2.00 p.m.

E1Tcclive lraining skills

J.]O p.m.

BREAK

3.45 p.m.

Continued

5.30 pm.

21/1/99

I

830 a.m.
a.m.
10JO a.m.

I BulcgwalTaJri;1 &
lI\inistry of Gender. I.ahor and Social
Dcve\ol)ment

FIDA

(1I)

)

Review of the previous day

F.BUTEGWA

Managing the training function

Alyek/Ministry of G..:nder. Lahor and
Social Developmenl.

BREAK

::3
Workplan & Follow-up.'

10.45 a.m.

J J,45 a.m.

Preparation or closing ceremony
I

:l.OO p.m.

4.00 p.m.

"""~~"-,~-.--

-----~-

.,

~"',

.------- ..

-~

.. --

F.Bmcgwai Alyd;/1\ lillistry of Gcnda.
Labor anti ~ocial Development
AlyekJMinislry of Gender. l~lbor anti
Social Development.

Evalua(ioll

AlyeklMinistl) (If Gender, Labor anti.
I Social Development

Oflicial Closing

AlycklMinistry of Gender, Labor and
Social I.)c\·c!opment and Training
Team

",>

'-*
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VII THE TRAINING PROCESS
The training is expected to be as participatory as possible. Trainers will aim to start from
where the participants are on each topic and build on that eXisting knowledge.

Under the participatory training method. the tollowing techniques will be used:
I.

Brainstorming and processing the infonnation generated to clarify issues, to build consensus
among..£anicipants. to establish the level of knowledge on a panicular issue, to set priorities
etc. '

2.

Group discussion to deepen understanding, to allow opportunity to individuals for greater
partici pation, to explore issues, to allow coverage of several sub-themes simultaneously etc.

3.

Role plays - to dramatize common situations, to enable participants to identifY with the roles
that are depicted, to provide an opportunity for impartial discussion of emotive issues, to
enable participants to illustrate their understanding of the issues. etc.

4.

Case studies - to depict real life situations to illustrate the points and issues, allows impartial
and deeper discussions of emotive issues, to enable participants to illustrate their
understanding of the issues etc.

5.

Games - to illustrate a learning point

6.

Pictures/posters - to provoke thought and discussion on an issue

7.

Plenary discussions

8.

Buzz groups - to allow for smaller informal group discussions; to allow the emergence and
sustenance of smooth relationships among participants.

"

2b

Activity

Tasks

Time frame'

Prep;:11 alion for

I. Pulling together a trainillg tcam

SepllOct 1998

Pro!cdion Unit

Ie"el TO r
2. Designing the training program
Oct/Nov. 1998

of training materials

5. I'inallzing the
(including disbursement

[ll1lcgWa!

FlDA (U)lECAI
Uganda PolicclMin. of GLSIl

J. Consultations with major stakeholder

4.

F.

Sept· Nov. 1998

Uganda Poliee/ ECA/Min ofGLSD

Oct

F. nllicgwa/ FIUA (U)/ Min ofGLSD/
ECA/
Uganda Police

Dec. 1995

purchase of equipment)

Oct. . Dec. 1998

UNICEF/ Uganda Police/ Mill. of
GLSD

27
Level rOT

1

of lr"illees

2.

of venue for tmining

Oct - Dec 1998

Uganda Police! Min of GUm

By l11id·Dec. 1998

Uganda Police

the [mining tcal11

J.Fmal

151

Dec. 1998

4. Actual rOT

F. !3ulcgwa! ITi\! FlDi\ (lJ}! Uganda
Police/ Min ofGLSD

11 - 21 .Ian 1999
5. I'rcpmat

- do·

of

12 - 28 Jail. 1999
Rapporteur! F. l3ulcgwal Uganda
Police/ Min. of ClI .SD
Meetings oCthe Tcchnica
Advisory COlllmittee

1 First meeting of lAC

I sl half of Dec. 1998

Uganda Police! UNICEF

June 1999
2. Second meeting. ofTAC

Uganda Police! UNICEF

Dec. 1999
J. Third meeting of TAe
June 2000

4. Fourth meeting ofTAC

L _______ _

•

~J

II

L

. m••

'9

I

'

Note and IIlclucic 111 work-plan
pcriod
should be devoted to preparing 1,\1 the review. The
will be a mid-term review of the project in Arril - May 2000.
TAC should discuss the report (\f the review. The remaining period of
I
mnicet is to he devoted to raising funds /'lr Ph<1se 2 and doing the
necessary
Action by: Uganda Police,

DANlDA, {HId Min. ofGLSD.

•

. i

::;,<
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FOLLOW-UP TASKS

Tasks

Person res[Jonsible

Time-frame

I. Design of training sessions

Each trainer i.e. F, Butegwa, Maria Nassali
(FIDA), Helen Alyek, Alice
Muwanguzi/Jane Ekapu (GLSD),

By mid-Novembcr 1998

2, Identify & compile training materials including
handouts and nature of equipment required

Each trainer (as above)

By mid-November 1998

3, Standardization and compilation of training
materials ready for packaging

F, Butegwa

2nd half of November 1998

4, Reproduction and packaging of materials

UNECA/H, Tadria

December 1998

5, Design and order for certificates

Helen Alyek

December 1998

6, Publicity

Helen Alyek

Dec, 1998 - Jan, 1999

Helen A1yekIMin. ofGLSD

Oct. 1998 - Jan. 1999

.
7, Arrangements for Opening Ceremuny

~~~

"

,

it.
":f
;$.'

;\
~,

~
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t
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~\

Ii

•

~~

>

'.:, >

.,

" ..

-~

S:'~

t~ ,,7";~.

'~.

l1

t;

. ,.:~~:
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-----------

i

Oc\.· Nov. 1998

He!enlH. Tadria

8. Idenliiic<1lioll of specialist resource persons

I

-

9. Reservation or venue
1\ 10, Selection or participanls and COlllpil;lion of a
~ profik rOf each
:

Oct. . Noy, 1998

Helen

ll~~'en·

•••

--- ----

~~

=

1

Oct. • Nov, 1998

{
~

~

I"~
ij

,11.I
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,

~

~
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"

"
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I,

+
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COUNSELLING
TOPIC

Family Counselling

HME

I hour 30 minutes
2.00 p.m - 3.30 p.m

OBJECTIVE.

To equip the Police Officers with skills and knowledge in
Family counselling

METHODOLOGY

Role Play
Brainstorming
Group discussions and Plenary

LEARNING MATERIALS

•

Posters on family counselling

•

Flip charts

•

Markers

•

Masking tapes

•

Pens

•

Files for participants to kcep notes and handouts

PROCEDURE: DEFINITION - LEARNING POINTS
The participants brainstorm on definition of Family Counseling as follows:L

Counseling is a helping relationshIp and a process in which a counsellor helps an
individual, grouQs or family members gain self-understanding and I,1nderstanding
of others in order to solve problems more effectively and resolve conflict in their
everyday living
Family Counselling does not presuppose that the Counseilor knows the needs of
the family, neither does It mean that the family knows what they need.

3.

However, family counselling aSSULlCS that the family knows the most about their
own lives and in a better position to explain.

2

4.

Family Counselling is a way offacilitating the family members to explore their
needs and discover their own strength and resources, and the relationship between
the counsellor and the family is essential.

5.

Family Counselling is away ofhelping someone effectively adjust to and deal
with the situation in order to live more meaningfully.

6.

Family Counseling is away of helping people to find and use theW own resources
for coping with the difficult situations that they may have found themselves in.

7.

Family counseling is a talk between conflicting members offamily to discuss
ideas, get information and options in order to reach a mutually acceptable
agreement.

8.

Family counseling sometimes involves challenge as well as support and has time
limit.
Family counselling therefore is not there to solve the family's problems for them
but can help them to manage their own problems more effectively. E.g problems
with children, wiveslhusbands, relatives, neighbours, friends, workmates etc.

9.

NOTE: Communicate is a process which involves sharing of ideas, feelings and emotions.
This means that things which happened in the family during the past have a
bearing on the present and the present has an impact on the future.
EXERCISE. UNDERSTA."IDING PARTICIPAANTS CONCERNS
I.

Each panicipant is given a piece of paper and pen.

2.

Each participant should complete in writing and anonimously the following
sentence.

My primary concern about becoming a family counselor is

3. Papers are folded and placed on the table in the centre of the room.
4. Each participant draws a paper (if one panicipant receives his/her own, all should
draw again).

3

5 Each paniCipant reads a loud the concern listed then talks forseveral minutes about
what it would it be like-to have this concern. Other participants can then add to this.
This process continues until each panicipant has read and discussed a concern, but do not
attempt to give solution.
Participants should display on the flip chart in ranks to show who had more points or less
so that they can use it for behaviour change.
LEAR..c"lING POINTS - FAMILY CONFLICTS
NOTE:
When one thinks of conflict what come to mind is : war, violence, hatred, intolerance,
injustice, tears, fears and a lost of hope.
A conflict is a symbol of both a problem and a blessing, opportunity and fruitful. It can
be positive or negative depending on how you deal with it.
POSITIVE CONFLICT IN A F A1vfiL Y
•
Works or functions as an indicator that there is something wrong in a family e.g a
relationship.

*

Produces change for the better.
Helps us seek alternative means of handling our problems - inter relationships

•

Could encourage better relationship

•

Family behavior may change for the better

!\"EGATIVE CONFLICT IN A FAMIL Y

*

Accusations and threats·

*

More issue come-1n

*

Generalisation from one specific point to the entire relationship

*

Aim at hurting the other person

•

Number of people involved increases

*

Hostility, fear, resentment

4

•

Transfers positive energy to distract negative energy

COMMUNlCAnON DIALOGUE IN A FAMIL Y
Get you closer
Helps you see the "Inner" part of the other person
Helps the other person see you appreciate them
It helps clarifies issues

Affirm yourself - criticism
CONFLICT PREVENTION STRATEGIES
Harmful conflict can be prevented by:
I.

When you have children i.e boys and girls tell them about the above.

2.

Give them a good education

3.

Affirm them, tell them thank you, and say "please"

4.

Treat your daughters and sons equally

5.

Work towards removing negative aspect of our culture (Refer to Gender)

6.

Counseling for all

LEARNING POINTS - SKILLS IN LISTERNlNG
Good listening skills are important tool for family counseling because of the following:The counselor meets the universal need to be understood and recognized
by others
It creates a supportive environment that helps a family relax and focus on
lssues

It builds rapport and trust between the counselor and the family
It provides an important model for the family about what they will need to
do with each other if they are to resolve the problem.
NOTE

5

Skills for handling intense emotions in the family is active and effective listening and
include:
(a)

To demonstrate to the client in the family that hislher message has been
understood.

(b)

To demonstrate that the client has understood the intensity of the counselor's
emotions

(c)

To legitimize the fact that having and expressinKa feeling is acceptable

(d)

To encourage the client to share more ofhislher feelings

(e)

To build feelings of empathy and care between the client and a counselor

PROCEDURE OF EFFECTIVE LlSTERNING WlllLE COUNSELLING A FAMILY
l.

Use your body to create a positive atmosphere with your non-verbal behaviour e.g
Appropriate eye contact
Nodding the head, facial expression, gestures
Body oriented towards the speaker, (head, arms, legs)
Tone

2.

Encourage responses "tell me more" or I would d like to hear about

3.

Summarize the basic view points of the speaker as you have hear them. Use
summaries to focus each party's statement in terms of issues and solvable
problems.

4.

Make brief notes on your pad to keep track, but don't bury yourself into them.

5.

Create a supportive environment that helps people relax and focus on issues.

6.

Develop rapport and trust with both parties.

7.

Convey empathy and respect for each person regardless oftheir beliefs, words or
conduct.

8.

Be able to summarise concisely the essence of each party's view.

6

9.

Be able to state problems in terms of problems and issues not personalities.

10.

Aim for active empathic listening.
You can achieve the above by:
Be attentive
Be alert and non-distracted
Be interested in the needs of the other person and let them know you care
about what is said
Be a non-judgmental and non-criticising

PRINCIPLES OF EFFECTIVE LISTERNING IN FAMILY COUNSELING SESSIONS
I.

Listen to what the members of the family say and distinguish between the
substantive and emotional contents of the message.

2.

Assess the intensity of the speakers emotions and select a word or phrase that
d-escribes the exact feeling and level of intensity.

3.

The family counselor have to really care about what the person is trying to tell
him/her and want to understand them.

4.

We don't know what the person is trying to say.

5.

It takes a lot of energy to listen. We must focus our energy on the speaker.

6.

We have to check out what we think we have heard in order to find out if we "got
it" right and to let them know we really heard them.

NOTE:Listening is different from problem solving and giving advice. When families are
upset, they need to be "heard" listening involves living with a problem for a while
and dealing with it before problem solving.

LEARNING POINTS
Factors that make family counseling a success:
The families are interdependent
Each side has something to give or say
Reasonable time pressure exist

7

Issues are clearly identifiable
Families get outside voluntary mediation
Families are willing to make honest good efforts
The family have a will to settle
Factors that make family counseling difficult
There will be no on-going relationship Dr further contact between-the
family
The family is unable to look at own best interests or reality e.g_ emotions
The problem is "general dissatisfaction"
Families get outside pressure to fight or separate depends on the problem
Family does not have support system

QUALITIES OF EFFECTIVE FAMll.. Y COUNSELOR 1.

A family counselor should have the ability to cognitively and emotionally
experience the family from the other persons position or point of view, and tohelp them cope and be able to stand up on their own as soon as possible_

2.

Being a focus for a generator of trust. _

3.

Offering confidentiality and understanding.

4.

Encourage the families with problems to believe that away forward can be found.

5.

Helping a family to share problem and create.an atmosphere in which emotions
can be expresse&but also managed.

6.

Help in clarifying issues and options.

7.

Encourage the family to be clear both about what they need what they can offer.

8.

Help the family shift attention from the past to the present and future.

8

9.

Network and work closely with other NGOs, Government Institutions and
Departments, District Leaders, LCs CBOs, Probation/Social Welfare so as to refer .
~., ."-'<cases and solve some family problems.

I 0,

Help change the nature of communication from poor or no communication ina
family to good, positive communication. E.g "stop fighting each other rather than
fight the problem together".

THINGS TO AVOID WHlLE CONSELING A FAMlL Y

1.

Don't use stock phrases like "its not so bad", "don't be upset", "You are making a
'. mountain out of a mobile hill", "just calms down"
.

2.

Don't get emotionally hooked-angry, upset argumentative

3.

Don't let your valueslbiases interfere with what you understand is being said.

4.

Don't rehearse in your own head.

5.

Don't jump to conclusions or judgements

6.

Don't interrogate or give advice

PRESENT THE FOLLOWING SCENARION: EXERCISE

Imagine that you have a family problem and you want to be helped. There is someone in
Room 250, who is willing to help you. What sort of person would you like to find in
room 250.
I.
.2

Allow time for each participant to write down their suggestions
Gather all the papers with the participants contributions

3.

Cluster them putting similar responses together

4.

Lead a discussion to clarify on individual responses

5

Divide panicipants into 3 or 4 persons

6.

Ask them to draw a sketch of a person and label each of the body features to
represent a quality that would describe an effective family counselor.

7.

As each group to hand up their completed sketches

8.

Ask participants to move round the room to have a look at what others have done..

-.

9

9.

Back in the plenary ask each participant to discuss the following

a)

Reflect on which qualities they think they have

b)

Which of the qualities they may need to develop

b)

Consider how best they could develop them

Give an opportunity for sharing these reflections in pl~nary

Prepared by:

Winifred Agabo
AG. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

6th November, 1998

,.
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3.

ROLES AND RESPONSUHLITIES OF CHILDREN
TIME: 3.0 - 5.30 pm.
Objectives:

•

To link the concept of Children 's Rights to their responsibilities.

•

To create an understanding of the offences and procedures to be followed when
children commit offences.

•

To ensure that children charged with offences are treated in accordance with the
law.
3.30 - 3.50 p.m:

Children Responsibilities

Method:
Ask participants to brainstorm on responsibilities of children towards their of that parents,
at school and in the community Ask why responsibilities of children are important, and
how children's needs (rights) relate to their responsibilities.

Exercise 2
Ask participants to break-up into 2 Groups and march children's rights with
corresponding responsibilities.
Purpose is to enable participants to appreciate the importance of children's responsibilities
and the effect offailure to fulfil them i. e such behaviour may lead to violation ofthe law.
I ~ Group reports to plenary and writes on flip chart, 2nd Group adds to rights and
responsibilities already listed.

Processing of information·
Facilitator emphasizes -r.elevance of children responsibilities and clarifies on the-list of
rights and marching responsibilities. Explains that children's responsibilities transform into
law

Facilitators Input:
Shows that children's responsibilities transform into law. Lists and explains of providing
participants with the OAU Charter on Rights and Welfare of the Child provisions which
spell the out responsibilities of African children. Emphasizes that failure of children to
fulfill their responsIbilities may result into violation of the law.

s
3.50 - 4.10 p.m:

Offences Of Children

Method:

ASK participants to brainstorm on the common offences committed by children.
Processing information:

Concretize list of offences and define them.
Facilitator's Input:

Defines and explains Penal Code {Children Stafute Offences coIDmitted by children,
explains age of criminal responsibility; procedure when children commit offences.
4.10 - 4.3Op.m:

The Role of Local Council Courts in issues relating to

Children.
Method:

Ask partiCIpants to brainstorm on matters local courts handle i.e civillcriminal, their
jurisdiction, the orders they grant. Purpose is to determine .:participants understanding of
the role oflocal councils/courts in respect of children.
Processing of infonnation:

Facilitator clarifies the difference between civil and criminal cases, offers guidance in
classifYing wha1 rnalters are civil and/or criminal.
Facilitator'S Input:

Spell-out powers of local courts in respect of criminal and civil matters relating to
children, lists and explains common offences committed by children, reliefs granted by
local courts, where appeals lie.
4.30 - 5.00 p.m:

The Role of the Police:

Method:

Ask participants to divide up into 2 Groups and do a short Role-Play each, depicting (a) a
bad police arrest and (b) a good police arrest of a child offender.
Invite views from participants on each of the Role-Plays.
Purpose is to determine whether participants know the law relating to Police procedures in
respect of child offenders.

c-

.
1
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Processing of Information:
Clarifies on proper procedure and challenges participants to adopt lawful procedure.
Facilitaton Input:
The presence of Secretary for Children Affairs, Parents, PWSO when child offender is
being interviewed by the police, the Police Bond and procedure for granting it, rules
governing custody of child offenders.
5.00 -

5.30 p.m:

The Family and Children Court:

Method:
Ask participants if they have ever been to court and in what capacity i.e. witness"
prosecutor or to listen to proceedings. Ask participants to describe the setting of a court,
describing where the suspect, witness, judge/magistrate sit. Ask for 3 brief recollections of
their experiences preferably from people who have attended court in different capacities .
.. Purpose-is to determine whether participants are familiar with setting and procedures in
ordinary courts, in order to appreciate the special characteristics of the Family and
Children Court.
Processing ofInfonnation:
Clarifies setting of an ordinary court. . Highlights the unfriendly nature of court
proceedings even in respect of witnesses, emphasize speciaVfriendly nature of Fee.
Facilitator's Input:
State its newly established court speciaVdifferent from ordinary courts, highlight special
characteristics,- nature of cases handled both civillcrimina!, court procedures i.e.
bail/remand, orders granted by ~ourt, and where appeals lie.
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2.

THE LAWS RELA TING T-o CHILDREN'S RIGHTS_
TIME:

10.50 - 1.00 P.M

Objectives:
•

To create an appreciation of the link between the law and children's needs.

•

To create awareness about the laws that relate to children's rights.

10.50 - 1100 am

The Law and Children's Basic Needs.

Method:
Ask participants to march identified children's needs drawn from profile, to
corresponding rights. Purpose of brainstorm is to create an understanding that
children's needs transform into rights.
11.00 - 11.20 a.m:-

Processing of Information:

Facilitator informs participants of broad categories of rights as provided in the
CRC, viz. Protection. Survival, Development and Participation Rights.
Facilitator's Input
Infoms participants that children's basic needs are protected under the law. That
children's rights have been incorporated into international instruments like die
CRe. That OAU Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child specially
recognizes the unique conditions of the African Child who has responsibility
towards hislher parents and community. That the provisions of the CRCand OAU
Charter have been included in the Constitution of Uganda 1995 and the Children
Statute 1996.
11.20 -

J

1.40 a.m:

The Welfare Principle:

Method:
Participants will work in 2 groups using Case Study (A) depicting a scenario which
is quite controversial in which the interests of a ParentJGuardian conflicts with
those of a child. Participants wi!! be asked to brainstorm on the best solution
which promotes the welfare of the child.
Purpose is to try and appreciate participant's understanding of the welfare
principle and how the interesls of a child can best be promoted.

Trainen Input:
Defines what Welfare Principle is and outlines its over all importance in decisions
concerning the child. Gives guidelines in deciding child's best interest as provided under
the Cfiildren' s Statute.

Exercise 2:
Ask panicipants to discuss guidelines one by one.
Purpose is to make panicipants understand the meaning of each of the guidelines and to
enable b~tter appreciation of the welfare principle.
1140 -12.00 a.m:

Maintenance Law

Method:
Panicipants will work in plenary using Case Study (B) depicting a complex situation
regarding maintenance of a child and a "person" of 18/19 years of age. Ask participants
to identify needs of the child in the situation, the responsibilities of the Parent/Guardian
towards the child/person and to advice on what can be done.
Purpose is to establish participants knowledge of the law relating to maintenance and to
make them appreciate that children's survival and protection rights translate into
maintenance law.

Processing Information:
Trainer assists participants to appreciate that children's needs translate into maintenance
law.

Facilitator's Input:
Defines maintenance, who is responsible for providing maintenance, who is entitled to it,
how maintenance :s determined and the punishment for failing to providing it.
12.00 - 12.20 p.m:

Custody:

Method:
Ask panicipants to make a role play that raises issues relating to custody of children.
Panicipams will exchange roles. female panicipant will assume traditional role of a father
while male participant will assume that of a mother in a custody case.
Ask panicipants to determine who should have custody.
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It is anticipated that this_exchange of roles will make the male participants empathize·
about the most common cuStody situations in which women are denied cust¢y of their .
children. It will also create an appreciation of issues relating to the law of custody.
.

Processing Information:
Facilitator wraps up participants' views and defines custody. Links up custody with
welfare/child best interest principle.
Clarifies that children's survival and development needs transform into custody law.

Facilitator's Input:
Define Custody, criteria for granting/denying it, punishment for removal of child from
unlawful custody.
Exercise 2:
Ask participants to brainstorm on challenges of implementing law of custody/maintenance.

Facilitator's Input:
High lights factors like increased number of orphan children now staying with guardians,
how poor economic status over whelms welfare of children and affects complementation
of custody/maintenance laws.
-

12.20 - 12.40 p.m:

Other Offences:

Method:
Ask Participants to recap on protection rights of children. Then ask parttclpants to
brainstorm on offences they know that arise as a result of failure to provide protection
needs of children.

Processing Information:
Facilitator emphasizes 1clarifies that protection rights translate into various offences under
the law including wounding, assault, defilement, grievous harm, prostitution etc and
defines the various offences.

Facilitator's Input:
Outlines Children Statute provisions that prohibit practices that endanger child health,
education, mental, physical and moral development. Similarly points out Penal Code
offences.
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12.40 - 1.00 p.m:

Defilement:

Method:
Ask: participants to brainstonn on why most defilement prosecutions fail. Purpose is to
make participants appreciate these problems and to see how best to alleviate the situation.
Facilitator's Input:

Highlights the procedure/evidence in defilement cases, the requirement and importance of
corro~orative evidence i.e. medical examination, tomlblood stained panties, tom dress,
other evidence.
Outlines problems of medical examination i.e. Police Surgeon is a male, only one police
surgeon for the whole country, fees payable for the medical examination (unafl'oi'dab[cfto ':;~'.'
many), sole evidence of complainants not being sufficient in prosecution, police attinide in
defilement cases, emphasis on role of Family Protection Unit and Community Policing in
raising public awareness. Emphasis on need for Police to improve and enhance their role
in defilement cases.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE CONSTITUTION OF UGANDA AND
THE RIGHTS OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN

TIME:

8.45 - 10.00 A.M.

Objectives:
•

To create an understanding that the Constitution is the supreme law of Uganda

•

To create an appreciation of the Constitution as a source of women and children's
rights in Uganda.

•

To create an understanding and awareness about the specific constitutional
guarantees of the rights of women and children.
8.45 - 9.15 a.m:

The Concept of the Constitution and tbe Hierarcby or Laws

Method:
Ask participants to make recollection of the Constitutional making process, why
they thought it was important and how they were inv91ved. Participants discuss
contents of the Constitution. The brainstonn helps in establishing participants'
understanding of the concept of the Constitution and whether participants can
place Constitution in the hierarchy oflaws in Uganda.

Trainers Input:
Define constitution as a document that regulates the functions and powers between
the state and the individual. The Constitution as supreme law. The Constitution
matters and special role of the constitutional court will be brought our. Bill of
rights as an important chapter of the Constitution will be explained.:£"·;~:~;::~ ,~
9.15 - 9.30 a.m:

Rights Of Women And Children.

Method:
Break up participants into 2 groups according to sex - male/female and ask them
to debate the relevance of having women and children's rights in the Constitution.
Ask them to brainstorm on what these rights are.
Purpose is to establish whether having women and children's rights in the
Constitution is considered necessary by the different sexes, and also to enable
participants to identify the rights of women and children under the Constitution.
9.30 - 940 am Groups report on their findings.
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9.40- 10.00 am

Pro~essing

Information:

Facilitator asks participants (Groups) to justify their responSes as
children rights should be in the Constitution.

to

why ~omen and

Trainers Input:

Facilitator highlights the fact that women and children's rights are human rights and that
they are born with them. Infonns participants of the specific women and children rights as
spelt out by the Constitution. Highlights 1995 Constitution as land mark law in Uganda
that attempts ~ redress historical imbalances between men and women, adults and
children, by recognizing women and children rights. Points out international law i.e.
CEDAWand CRC which obliges Government to incorporate these rights into the national
law.
.

1.

INTRODUCTION TO HUMAN RIGHTS

Time 2 ;00 p.m. - 4 :OOp.m.

Objectives: To enable the participants to:
•

understand the meaning of and appreciate the importance of human rights

•

To create an understanding of Uganda's intemational
oomen and children human rights

and national obligations to

200 p.m. - 2:10p.m. Definition of a Human Being
Objective : To enable the participants become aware of their humanity
Exercise:
Ask participants to brainstorm on wnat distinguishes human beings from
other livin~ creatures. In other oords, wnat is a human being?
Facilitators notes:
•

The participants should be able to define a human being as a self conscious and
reflecting being; capable of exercising a rational choice

•

S/he is able to communicate and decide on his needs and interest.

•

S/he deserves respect.

•

Human rights allow us to develop and use our human qualities, our intelligence, our
talents .and our conscience to satisfy our spiritual and other needs~

2:1 O.p.m - 2 :40o.m. Rationale of having Human Rights
Objective:
•

To enable the participants realise that each person has a good characteristic that they
like about themselves.

•

To make ihe participants aware that although we are different we all deserve equal
dignity and respect.

•

To make the participants realise that lack of respect for human rights causes ill feelings.

- 2.10. p.m- 2.15 p.m. : Buzz groups
Exercise: 1: Make the participants pair up. Each participants tells the partner in a minute
one characteristic s/he likes about oneself The partners announce out the different
characteristics of the other. 2. Again in the buzz groups ask the participants to reflect on an
incident that hurt their feelings because ihey were not respected. How did they react? Did
the incident make them respect that person more? The buzz groups are intended to create
intimacy between the partners.
2: 15-2.20. p.m

Each participant reports about the other

2.20.-2:40 p.m.

ProceSSing the information

Ask the participants to explain their responses. Particularly ask them to explain ....tIy they
felt hurt W'ien they W'iere not respected. Do they think that people from other races also
feel the same way as they do? Wny?
Facilitators notes:
•

The characteristics that people like about themselves are different but are all good.

•

Each person has something nice and unique, therefore each person deserves respect.

•

Human rights is about appreciating the good in others.

•

The denial of human rights does not only hurt an individual. It also creates conditions of
social political unrest, and often results into violence and conflicts-within and bet..veen
societies. (see lJDHR first sentence)

2:40 - 3: 10

Definition of human rights

Objective: to enable the participants understand the characteristics of human rights
Link up the above discussion to bring out the characteristics of human rights.
Facilitators notes
•

Inherent: human rights belong to all human beings by virtue of being human.

•

Inalienable: No person .hasthe power to grant or deny the human rights of another,
without violating justice.

•

Equality: human rights are possessed equally by all human beings.

•

Universal: Human rights are claimed against the ....tIole 'Mlrld. The concept of human
rights represents lNilat is demanded by the basic nonms of morality, goodness, faimess
and justice.

3.10 - 3.S0.D.m

Sources of Human nghts.

Objective:' To enable the participants appreciate that human rights are universal.
•

To enable the .participants understand that the govemment has an intemational
obligations TO promote human rights.

Use a poster to illustrate the sources of human rights.
Facilitators notes:'
•

The UDHR and African Charter on Human and Peoples Rights 1981

•

The Constitution ' show. how the principles of human rights are incorporated in the
Constitution: explain that all the people are involved in the constitution making , by
articulating Their values and ideals

•

The values of human rights include respect for human life and human dignity. Draw
example eg condemnation of violence. tolerance, solidarity, promotion of welfare.

3.50-4.00 pm. Distinguishing bet..veen legal rights and human rights

..
4.15-5.30 pm.

EQUAU1I' AND NON DISCRIMINATION

4.15-4-25 p.m. Pencil game.
Objectives:
•

To demonstrate the need for clear laws and equal application of the law

Divide an equal number of participants into tv.o lines. Get a pencil and ask the participants
to pass it on to each other. Randomly stop the game and announce ih the most arbitrary
way v.hich side you choose to win, and give the most ridiculous reason for your decision.
Repeat exercises a number of times. Seek the participants' views' on the exercise. It is
expected that the participants will start complaining about the unfairness of your _deciSion
and the lack of clear rules.
4.25 - 4.40.p.m. Eguality vis-aovis discrimination
Facilitators notes:
• Art 1 UDHR provides that all human beings are born free and equal in dignity and
. human rights. They are given reason and conSCience and should act towards one
another in a spirit of brotherhood.
• Art 3. The African Charter on the Human and People's Rights, states that all
people are equal before the law.
• Convention on the EliminatiQI] of all Forms of Racial Discrimination
• The 1995 Constitution of Uganda, Art 21(1), provides that all people are equal before
the law.
• Art 21 (2), provides for the grounds of non discrimination.
• Art 21 (3). defines discrimination as giving different treatment to different persons,
attributed only or mainly to their respective descriptions.
4.40. 05.05 Gender equality
Story: Tell a story about a lame man and an athlete competing in a race.
Or tell a story about the chameleon and elephant. Ask the participants to predict the
outcome, Ask the participants to define their OVv11 understanding of equality and fairness.
Facilitators notes
• Explain the principle of positive discrimination
• Distinguish between overt discrimination and discrimination by impact
.. Give actual example from the law v.here it is not overtly discriminatory but it affects
INOmen negatively e.g property rights
• Explain the concept of INOmen's INOrk ; rights of rurallNOmen;
5,05 - 5.25 p,m. Affirmation Action
Ask the participants to define to discuss the fol!owng questions in a plenary session.
• How does one achieve equality in an unequallNOrld?
• Howthe concept of equality can be used In the pOlice?

• Identify the criticisms of affirmativ~ action
Facilitators notes
• leveling the ground by correcting the imbalances that have marginatised these groups.
• giving special treatment to the under-privileged
• It is a transitional devise; reviewed periodically_
• criteria for vvhich it is used must be reasonable
• Art 32. lays do'Ml the constitutional commitment to affirmative action in favour of the
marginalised groups.
•
Art 21(4), obliges govemment to implement programmes and policies aimed at
redressing social economic, educational and other imbalances in sogety, and for any
matter acceptable and demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society. • Criticisms of Affirmative action:
_ Violation of the concept of equality ;
Beneficaries may end up in reserved positions;
It destroys fair procedure and equal opportunity;
It leads to the sacrifice of efficiency;
It is a symptomatic approach to the problem;
It discourages hard 'NOr!<;
5.25 -5.30. The role of the State
• Human rights is essentially designed to protect the individual from the arbitrary po~rs
of the state.
• State has a responsibility to enact the appropriate legislation, and to refrain from undue
interference with the individual's rights.

8.45 - 1030a.m.
CONTEXT

THE CHILD IN UGANDA

PROFILE AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC

Objectives :
•

To' understand the situation and socio-economic context which define a child in
Uganda

•

To create a link between the law and the needs of children

8.45-8.55 a.m What is a child
Methodology: Brainstonn on the defimtion of the child. After the discussion, wrap up and
give a legal definition:
Facilitator's notes: A child is any person below the age of 18.
8.55. - 9A5. a.m. Group discussion on the Profile of a Child
Break the participants into tv.o groups; one group \\()uld discuss the profile of,arural child
while the other would discuss the profile of an urban child, with the aim of identifying their
common basic characteristics and common needs. Each group will have a raplXlrteur and
~
a chairperson.
The following guide lines will be used for guidance of the group discussion: Where does
the child live? What does sJhe need to grow? Does sJhe have capacity to provide for his
or her needs? Why? How does slhe spend his day? ( go through the day from morning to
night) What is the nature of the mrk sJhe is involved in ?...[)oes sJhe have time to play?
With whom? How much \\()tk does s/he do ? Who is resJXlnsible for his or her 'Mllfare?
What are the common problems in his or her life? What common diseases does sIhe
suffer from and why? Who cares for him or her when sIhe is sick? How is sIhe often
nursed? Does s/he have a right to express an opinion? What happens-W1o listens to him or
her? When sIhe has a problem whom does s/he confide in? What does the community
expect of him? What does s/he expect from the community? Identify some of their customs
which promote the provision of the needs of a child
9.45 -10.05 a.m. Group reports
Each rapporteur would report to the plenary the group's findings?

10.05 -10.30 a m. Processing the infonnation
• The facilitator will help the group to identify the common characteristics and needs of
both the urban and the rural child.
• The Facilitators will highlight that each identified need is related to a right. This \\()uld
facilitate the legal discussions in the next session.

2.15 - 3. 15 p. m.· SUPPORT AND ENFORCEMENT OF CHILDREN'S RIGHTS
Objective:
• To create awareness of the structures and the Procedure for the protection of
Children's r i g h t s ,
..
2.15 -2.25. p.m. Who is responsible for the support of children's rights and v.tly?
This brain storming is intended to enable the participants to reflect on v.t1at has been
discussed in the previous session and to help prepare them for the following exercise.
Facilitators notes
• dependence on adults
• vulnerability aOO guidance
• our future
• Extract from the World declaration
2.25 -2.35 p.m. Individual Exercise
The facilitator writes dov.n aU the responsibilities on the manila paper. Only one
responsibility is 'Mitten dov.n on each of the papers. Divide the papers into the
number of participants. Request each participants to put his or her name on the
papers, This V>()uld help in seeking darifications on the choices made. Ask the
participants to place the papers under the person they think is responsible for that
,.
particular responsibility.
2.35 . 2.50.p.m. Processing of information
This involves discussion of v.tly they placed the paper under a particular person
2.50. -3.15, p.m.
Wrap up
. , '
The facilitator 'Maps up the discussion by clarifying the different roles and reinforcing v.tlat
they have done right
'
Facilitators notes:
• Parental responsibility; (s.5&6) and relationship INith the heads of instiMions
• Local Authorities ( LCs); oversee the welfare of all children; give guidance to both
parents and children; liase with the Chief Administrative Officer of the district, v.tlo is
the representative of the Administrator General's office to ensure that the proprty of
orphans is not stolen; ensure that lost and needy children have a Shelter;'iracethe
....nereabouts .of the parents or the guardians. Where they cannot be traced, the Local
Council shall inform the Prqbation and Social Welfare officer (PSWOror the.police;
keep a register of the children with disabilities with the area.
• The role of the community: report abuse to the Secretary for Children
• Procedures of handling complaints by the Secretary for Children;
•
Role of the Police and the Probation and Social Welfare Officer ( PSWO) : removal of
the child likely to or v.tlo has suffered significant harm; Apply to court for Care order,
SuperviSion order, exclusion order, search and production order.
• Procedure for obtaining Orders :
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COUNSELLING
TOPIC

Definition of counselling and Qualities of a
Good Counsellor

OBJECTIVE

For participants to come up with a working
DefinitIOn of counselling.
Explore the qualities of a good counsellor

METHODOLOGY

Small group discussions

TIME

845

LEARNING MATERIALS

Flip Chart, Markers and a musking tape.

-

10.30 a.m

PROCEDURE
A.

In-groups ask participants to discuss when they have offered other people
help and why?
Let each group report their fundings and write them on the newsprint.

B.

(i)

let participants imagine they have a problem and have gone to
Organization "X" \Nhere they have been to see Ms/Mr. "Y" is willing
to help. Let each one on a small piece of paper. write dOWTl what _
sort of person he/she would like to find.
Let them exchange their cards _with the person silted next to them.
Let each one read out what his/her neighbour has written.
As they do so let facilitator cluster these responses.

(ii)

Choose 2 people to rOie-play a situation where the counsellor is
rude. insalls client, impatient. not paying attention, blames client.
Discuss the weaknesses Involved In this scenario.
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LEARNING POINTS:
COUNSELLING

Counselling is a process involving an interaction between a counsellor and a
client (individual, group of individuals or family in a private setting with the
purpose of helping the client change his/her behaviour or gain sell
understanding on under so that a satisfaction resolution of needs may be
obtained.
Counselling is a way of helping people to find and use their own resources
for coping up with the difficult situations that they may have found thems~lves
in.
Counseling is a way of helping some one effectively adjust to and deal with
the situation in order to live more meaningfully.
Counselling is a way of helping people help themselves.
Note: Counsellor is not there to solve someone's problems but can help him or
her to manage their own problems more effectively.
QUALITIES OF A GOOD COUNSELLOR

For one to be a good counsellor, she/he should have positive altitudes.
Attitudes are very difficult to define precisely. The altitudes we have tend to
determine how we respond and react towards other people and how we behave.
Positive altitudes include:

1.

Accepting
A counselor accepts the person they are offering help to as they
are regardless of religion, tribe, opinion etc.

2.

Non-judgmental
A counsellor is not moralistic or judgmental about what the person
tells him/her and always shows respect.

3.

Empathy
A counsellor should want to try to understand fully how the person
is feeling.
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Counsellor's tries to imagine 'Nhat it is like to be in the situation of the
person them arejrying to help.
Empathic understanding involves two primary steps:
Accurately sensing the client's world, being able to see things the way /he
does.
Verbally sharing your understanding With the client.
How do you know'Nhen the client feels you have undergood?
Client responses such as "Yes, that's it" or "That is exactly right" indicate
some sort of recognition by the client of the level of your understanding.
Learning to understand is not an easy process, it involves:
The capacity to switch from your own set of experiences to those of your
clients as seen through their eyes, not yours;
Sensing the feelings they have not the feelings you had or might have
had in the same or similar circumstances,
Skillful listening, so that you can hear not only the obvious, but also the
subtle shading of 'Nhich perhaps, even the client is not yet aware.

4.

Unconditional Positive Regard

This involves accepting a client completely in a non- - judgmental way
with all his or her weaknesses, slrengths and positive qualities.
Having unconditional Positive Regard (UPR) does not mean that you
agree With or accept the values of the client for yourself,
It means accepting him the way he is

Value him as a person and do not try to put your values unto
him,
This atmosphere enables him to feel free to be open in
explOring his inner
processes Without censoring them for fear of criticism,
UPR is clearly being Non-Judgmental and accepting clients
with UPR is not easily achieved,
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5.

Caring
A Counsellor cares and wants to help.
We show that we care by being approachable,available and interested in
each person we are offering help to, and prepared to make time to talk.
We try to show worth and concern and that we are trustworthy, honest
and reliable.

6.

Confidentiality
Confidentiality is one of the most important ethical issues for a counsellor .
. For counselling to be maximally effective, the client must feel secure in
the knowledge that what he tells the co_unsellor is to be.1reated with a
high degree of confidentiality so that he would feel free to openly
explore with the counsellor recesses of his mind and to discuss the most
intimate ~~!~~!s ~f ~is !~~!.!~hts.
In practice, it is not always possible to provide total confidentiality.
As a counsellor, you may at times be faced with some personal difficulties
regarding confidentiality.
You need to give your client an assurance that what he says will be in
confidence because unless you are able to do that the client is unlikely to
be open with you.
However, you also need to be aware of the limit to confidentiality.
There are several instances where total confidentiality is either
impossible, undesirable or unethical
These include the following:
a.

The need to keep records counsellors working in agencies frequently use centralized systems for such records. This makes it
possible for other counsellors and non-conselling staff such as
receptionists and filling clerks to have access to confidential
records.
Note: Some counsellors omit certain categories of sensitive
materials as a way to protect clients. This may have adverse·'
effects whereby information is forgotten during subsequent
counseling sessions.

b.

.~

The requirements of professional supervision. These demand the
counsellor to fully disclose client materials to supervisors. This is
essential if client to receive the best possible service.
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c.

In cases where the law requires disclosure of information.
Counsellors sometimes wor1c: with dangerous clients. Counsellors have a
responsibility not only to their clients but also to the community. There
may be instances where a counsellor needs to divulge information to
protect a 3r~ party.
E.g.

(i)

If a counsellor knows that his client possesses a gun and
intends to kill someone.
It would be unethical and irresponsible if the person at risk,
the police or the psychiatric authorities were not informed.

(ii)

Confidentiality may also be limited by legal intentions.
Sometimes a counsellor may be called to give evidence in
court and in such cases withholding information may be
contempt of court ...

(iii)

Where others need to be protected.

(iv)

When working in conjunction-with other professionals.

(v)

Professionals such as Psychologists etc frequently meet
counsellor to talk about mutual clients. It is sometimes
important for the welfare oaf such clients that other
professionals are appropriately informed about their
situation.

7.

Be honest - only give accurate information. It is alright to say you
do not know.

8.

Clients non involvement.

9.

Knowledgeable- counsellors may be contacted for information.

7
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Topic:COUNSELUNG ENVIRONMENT AND COUNSELLING THE SURVIVORS
OF VIOLENCE
Objective

For participants to understand the process of Counselling a
survivor of violence.

TIME

1045 -1245 p.m.

T/AIDS

Markers. Paper, Case Studies Masking Tape

Procedure:
Divide participants in groups
Hand out case studies to each group
Ask the groups to follow the questions below,
a)

What help can you offer?
Does the case need referral? If so vvhere and vvhy

c)

Allow each group to make presentation.

CASE I
A girl comes to the counsellor about having defiled by her father and that she is
pregnant and wculd like to carry out an abortion.
Case II
A girl comes 10' counsellor and tells her she is mistreated and beaten by her
guardians and her parents and poor and can't
Learning Points
Councselling Can be done anywhere but the place must be :
PRIVATE
This is to enable the Counsellor get the trust of the client without fear of being seen
by others. It should be a place vvhere no-one else can overhear the discussions.
Comfortable - direct hot sun, damp or wet, hard surfaces make client
uncomfortable.
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Quite - this helps the client and the counsellor to talk WIthout having to raise their
VOiceS.
Minimal interruptions -counselling be done in a place which is free from
interruptions of people's movements, and other noises which render counselling in
effective.

In counselling the qualities of an effective counsellor and skills of effective
counselling are combined as Great Rapport - by welcoming and greeting the client
well and make them feel wanted and at home with you and with themselves.
Counsellor should introduce him/herself.
Explain the services being offered.
Encourage client to reveal his problem.
The counsellor should be able to exhibit the following:

Relax - Do not be over anxious or engage in distractive facial expressions.
Open attitude - crossing arms/legs may indicate less

involvement.

Lean slightly forward towards the client. but do not intimidate them
Eye contact.

Sit squarely - face the client, if position IS unacceptable due to cultural
reasons, assume an angled position.

Counsellor should endeavour to make a follow-up plan or appointment with the
client if necessary
Counsellor should make appropriate referral if necessary.
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Note:
Referral may be done to the following:

B.

•

a trained health personnel for treatment ego -for
bruises, test for HIV etc

•

a police officer to apprehend the culprit and record
first hand statement.

•

a la""Yer to help file a-court case against the abuser.

•

a psychiatrist to help 'MJrk on her depression and
mental health.

•

a trained child/adolescent counsellor.

The importance of referral

There is need to be aware that a counsellor may not be able to handle
all the problems of clients and may need to direct them else W'iere for
help.

•

Clients may not show signs of improvement after
several sessions, and therefore need to be referred.

•

Clients may have severe financial needs and the
counsellor may not be In position to help.

•

Clients may need legal or medical help in:
case
of STLs:HIV/AIDS,pregnancy, severe depression
. suicidal tendencies.

•

Sexual arousal in- the counsellor or emotional
InvolvemenUattachment to clients may require
counsellor to refer them.

•

Reluctance of client to discuss problems for some
reason or other.

•

Counsellor may change location (transferred) or may
change jobs, so client has to be referred.

20

In case of child sexual abuse
•

Listen to the child's story

•

Show that you care and are willing to help.

•

Show that you care and are willing to help

•

Try not to frighten/harass the child by asking intimidating questions

•

Ask the survivor what she needs

•

Respect the survivor's privacy by lettin9-them decide v.Oo else to tell.

•

Be trustworthy: don't make promises you can't keep.

•

Re-assure the survivors that they are safe now, tell them you are glad
they told you .

• - Let the survivor talk about the abuse (counsellor should do the listening).
•

Re-assure the client that they are not the only ones v.Oo have been
assaulted.

•

client should not blame herself and ;should not feel guilty.

•

It is not their fault. they did not ask for it.

•

A"ow them to express their feeling in a safeway.

•

Discuss how this could have been avoided.

•

Support the child and their family throughout the legal process including
police interviews, magistrate hearing lineups, pretrial hearing trial and
post trial hearing activities.

TERMINATING/ENDING A COUNSELLING RELATIONSHIP
Termination is inevetible because counselling is not an everlasting relationship.
Counselling is a service that is meant to facilitate the client to be able to stand up on
their own as soon as possible.
A counsellor is meant to be a partner with the client in assessing the problem,
dealing with it in the most appropriate manner possible without creating a situation
v.Oere the client has to rely on the counsellor for ever.

11

Tennination can occur v.tlen the goals, as understood by the counsellor and the
client have been successfully achieved.
Postive changes in attitude, behaviour or skill have been achieved by the dient
The client feels he/she is doing much better and does not need any more help from
the counsellor.
Note: In any of the above Situations, the tennination could be initiated by the
counsellor or the client.

Ways to listen effectively
Use your body to create a positive atmosphere with-your non-verbal behaviour
Appropriate eye contact.
Nodding the head as this indicates to client that you are listening and being
attentive. When overdone however, it can become distracting.
Facial expressions - communicate message to the client that one as meaningful
as those you receive from the client's facial expressions.
Certainly an absence of facial expreSSions will suggest a lack of interest
awareness or mental presence to clients.
The most noticeable expression is the smile.
The appropriate use of smiles can have a powerful effect upon clients,
particularly v.tlen paired with occasional head nods.
But continuos smiling become a negative stimulus. Frequent trawls can
communicate disapproval. Occasional frowns, on the other hand communicates
your failure to folJow.or understand a particular pOint and are therefore useful.
Gestures - the meaning we attach to different gestures or words have been
learned. Some of the meanings are fairly standardized and others have distinct
regional or cultural variances.

Encouraging responses
Summarize what the person has told you, using words like "You have said, that
you are particularly worried about 2 things in.
Make brief notes on pad to keep track.
Paraphrase or restate in your own words (reflection of Content).
A counsellor needs to draw out the really important content, details of what the
client is saying and to clarify those for the client.

·

.
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.!J
This is called paraphrasing of content, repeat word for word 'NIlat the client has
said but instead paraphrases it that is by picking out the most important content .
details and re-expresses them in a clearer way in h is/her own words rather than
in the client's.
e.g.

Clients statement

I am fighting with my teenage daughter; my husband is not speak1t1g to me, and
at work my boss keeps picking on me.
C;ounsellor response
You are having a lot of relationship problems.

alocks to listening
Fiddling with a pencil _
Staring or looking around the room/drifting thoughts
Lack of interest and concentration
Yawning or doing other things 'NIlich might indicate bore-down or
impatience.
Fidget
Pre-occupied with own worrieslideas
Being judgmental
Mannerisms
Interference from other people 'NIlo may be talking
Anticipating the next task! another person waiting to be served.
Difficult accent
Being distracted
Noise
Inappropriate responses
Absolute silence
Thinking of how best to respond
Assumptions of knowledge of 'NIlat the other person may be saying
Dislike for client/speaker
Hurrying the client
Use of difficult complicated jargons
Loosing your temper

..
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TOPIC

Where should Counselling take?

Counselling can be done anywhere but the place must be
private
comfortable
quiet
Where no-one else can over hear
Where interruptions can be avoided
Why we counselling?
To facilitate behaviOur change
Improve relationships
Promote decision making
Facilitating deCision making
Enhancing coping skills,

Capacity building within the Family Protection Unit for protection of women and
children's rights
Outline of Sessions to be facilitated by F. Butegwa

11 J <lllllary 1999

Title of session: Introductions
Time; 11.00 - ! 1.]0 a.m

Each participant introduces herlhimseIfby name. station and nature of duty. She/he also shares
"l1e e';;;er;ence (encountered in the line of duty) which convinced her/him of the need to
strengthen the protection of women and children's rights by the Uganda Police Force.

Title of session: Expectations and Programme review
Tillle; :; .20· ! '
a.m
L

Give om 11'vO manila cards to each participant. Each participant writes down 1-2
expectations on one of the cards and 1-2 fears on the other. Ask the participants to pin
rheir cards on the wall in the colufllJJS for "expectations"-and "fears". The facilitator
assists in processing the expectations and the formal workshop objectives until there is a
set of cOlllmon expectations. Process the fears which participants have and where necessary facilitate the emergence of shared values and practices (dos and don'ts) which
\\Olild facilitate smooth relationships and processes during the workshop.
Take pal1icipants through the programme; ask for inpmsisuggestions. Get participants'
ideas on how best tliey can pal1icipate in the daily evaluations at the end of the day and
feed back to the rest of the group the following moming (the creation of comniittees
responsIble for a day each'??). Participants are encouraged to input into the process
lilroughou: the day by giving their cOllunents to the evaluation commIttee.

P.S .. \t the end of each day, the facilitntors meet with the respective committee to evaluate the
day. F"ilitators ,hen plan for the following day. taking into-accoum any comments from the
evaluanon commmee.

I: JJnllal~

:999

Title of session: Review of previous day
TitDe: 8.30 -8A5 a.m.

nre e"aluation comminee 1'01' the previous day reports back to the larger group. The facilitators
may l where applicable) indicate changes in the programme. necessitated by the evaluator's input
or arising out of other consideration·s. Members of the dav's
raise their hands (or are
. committee
.
otherwise introduced I so that the others know who is on duty for the day.

.

: 3 January 1999
Title of session: Review of previous day
Time: 8.30 . 8.~5 a.l11.
(.-\5

above I

Title of session: Gender and the law
Time: 3.45 . 10.00 a.m.
8.~5 a.m.
Inuoducuon to gender and the law: personal opinions
Facilitaror distributes:2 strips of flip chan paper ro each of the participants. She then hangs up 2
previously prepared charts with the following statements:

- Law is gender neutral
- Once a matter is before the courts or other law enforcement agency, the sex of the parties
is irrelevant.
Each panicipant thinks about the statements. decides whether or not shelhe agrees with them.
She'he writes her'his name on the:2 strips of paper and sticks each in the appropriate space on the
chans.
In a brainsrorming session based on the responses ro the above. establish participants'
understanding of law and the legal system as concepts and of the nexus between law and gender.
9.30 Facilitaror' s input
Points ro highlight:• the different sources oflaw i.e the content of bw is derived from legislative documents. from
common law (recei,ed from Britain and that \\hich has evolved since and from customary law).
The significant input of gender in all three sources:
" law as a system with content. structures and a detinire culture and the important role played by
culture in the shaping of all three. Use diagram of the legal system to illustrate
" Specitic examples ro il.lustrate the implications for women of the gender perspectives in the
legal s, stem
. ,Iomestic ,iolenee and police' couns' response ro complaints by women
. Rape ddilement and the cautionary rule - rules or' evidence
- provocaTion as a defense
- spousal murder (men and women0)

1000 a.m

Break

Title of session: The woman in Uganda: Profile and socio-economic context
Time: 10.20 - 12.45
10.::'0 Developing a profile of the woman in Uganda

Panicipams work in 3 small groups to complete 2 tasks. fask I: one group will focus on
de\'eloping the protile for a rural woman. the second group will develop a profile for a woman
li'om an urban poor envirorunent while the third group develops a profile for a woman from a
middle-class environment. The profile should focus on the following:
• \\"hat the woman does
*what she earns
• \\here she lives and the conditions she lives in
• marital status
• "10. of children
• condition of dependence or independence
• education level
• knowledge of legal lights
• \\here she goes for redress for wrongs a) by family members and b) by others in the commWlity
• how she looks like (general appearance/confidence etc)
Task 2: Having developed the profiles. each group should identify the needs (practical and
strategic or basic survival and developmental) of the woman.

11.30 Group repons
.'\Ilow 6 minutes for each group to repot1 (20 min.)
I i .50 Plenary discussions
\Vhat are the similarities and the differences" How has the profile been shaped by the socioeconomic context of the womanry Do gender roles and their impacts differ significantly? Do
opponunities differ" Do needs differ? Why the similarities" Why the differences? What are the
implications for law and for those who work for a more effective protection of women' s rights?
Etc. End the session bv devel()fling a consensus profile of the woman in Uganda and her common
needs.
1:.~:; Lunch

15 January 1999
Title of session: Profile of victims of violence and the socio-economic context

Time: 8.45 a.m
845 Developing a Profile of a victim of violence against women and children

Panlcipants work in :2 groups - one group developing a profile of a woman, victim of genderspecific vIOlence while the other group develops the profile for an abused child. Some of the
tilings to consider include:"what kind of woman (educatedinon-educated, rural/urban, marriedisingle,
employed!unemployed. rich/poor, young/old)
" form of violence
• perpetrator
" how often she is abused
" What are the commonest symptoms displayed by the victim?
* Most frequent reaction of the woman/child
• Most frequent action taken

9.30 Group repoi1s
(5 minutes per group)
9...15 Plenary discussions on profiles
Key emerging facts e.g. all women/children vulnerable to abuse regardless of class and level of
education: the extent of powerlessness as displayed by nature of pe!petrator and most frequent
reactions/actions taken: nature of pelpetrator and relationship with woman/child etc. Emphasise
the impiications of aU these features for the protection of women and children's rights to be free
from such abuse.
1030 a.1ll BREAK

1R January 1999

Title of session: Introduction to the concept of training and different methodologies
Time: 8.30 -10.30 a.m.
8.30 Introduction to training
BrainSIOl1n on the concept of training. Ask palticipants to share situations which they have been
"hich they associate with training and those which they do not so associate. Draw out the key
fealures of each and develop a working definition of the concept of training. Distinguish training
from other situations.
9.00 Role plays (:;l depicting participatory and non-panicipatory methodologies in training.
Pal1lcipal11s then go into groups. Each group discusses the strengths and weaknesses of each
methodology, with panicular reference to adultleamers.

10.00 Group reports and Plenary discussion on participatory and nQn-participatory training
.
methodologies
Handout on principles of adult learning
10.30 BREAK
10.45 Designing of a training programme
Brainstorm in which participants develop a list of the essential elements of a training programme
design. (From the identification of a target group and assessmellt of training needs to the
implementation oftlle progranune design.) The facilitator should accept all ideas give and ask the
participants to explain the relevance or irt'elevance of each. A consensus list is developed.
11.05 Logical flow. importance and interconnectedness of the various elements/steps in the
design (group work)
Pal1icipants work in 2 groups with the following tasks:
-. re~arrange the elements agreed upon in the brainstorming session in their logical sequence, thus
convet1ing them into steps in developing a training progranune design.
- identify and discuss the significance (for the trainer and the trainees) of each of the steps; and
- show the relationship between the various steps i.e. how does one step (or its outcome)
influence the others 0
12.05 Group reports and plenalY discussions
Allow 5 minutes for each group to report
Pal1icipants should be able to appreciate the various steps, their importance and the fact that the
absence of or flaws in one step will have implications for one or more of the others.
12.45 LUNCH
2.00 TIle pal1icipants as trainers in Family Protection Unit project: (from the general to the
specific)
Facilitators provide information and take the participants through exercises which help the
pal1icipants understand their special target group (who will they be called upon to train?) And
their characteristics: tbe significance of such characte"ristics for progranune design; appropriate
methods for training needs assessment (given the fact that there may be departmental procedures
and inter-ministerial/departmental implications): setting objectives (balancing the imperatives of
the overall project and the dictates of each district) etc.
3.30 BREAK
3.45 (continue with previous session)
The aim is that pal1icipants shguld have enough information and discussion for adequate
guidance during the practical skills development exercises On the 19-1-99.

19 J anuaty 1999
. Dr. Tadria .... your input on this day would be appreciated:

Do you think that the information given from 2.00 - 5.30 the previous day would be

5

sufficient for them to design their own training programme? It is important that this day's
work be based on the reality which they will work witb,
8.30

Group work on designing training programme

Participants to work in 3 (mix men and women) groups. Each group to design a training
programme which they wish to propose to the rest as the basis for the district-level training
sessions. 1l1e designs to pay pal1icular attention to:
• Assessment of training needs
• Setting objectives of the training
• Duration of each training
• Content of the training [identification of topics to be covered + the workshop plan itself]
• Explanation of methodology of training
• Training materials
• Evaluation of the training
Facilitators should remain available throughout the day to guide the groups.
5.30

Close for the day

20 January 1999
8.30

Group reports

AIlO\\ 30 minutes for each group to present and explain their p·roposed design. Other participants
can ask questions

10.00 BREAK
10.20 Plenary discussions (drawing from the 3 group designs to come up with a common
training programme design for the district level training)
1245 LUNCH
2.00 Effective training skills
Role plays on good and learning situations. Discussion on what made one a bad or good learning
situation. Develop a list of essentials of a good learning situation covering the venue, sitting
alTangements. amenities. the role ofthe trainer:facilitator. participation. etc.

2.30

Facilitation skills

Group work on the role of the trainer facilitator throughout the training workshop. Participants
work in 2 groups with each group developing a list of ' 'do's and don'ts" for the trainer/facilitator.
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Encourage participants to explain why each is important for successful training.
3.00 Group reports and pknary discussions
allow 5 minutes per group (10 min + 20 min. discussions)
3.30 BREAK
3.45 Trainers' input
Bring out the following:
• identifying ,and managing participants' expectations and fears at the beginning and during a
training wOTkshop
• managing group dynamics - the need for team building and sustenance
• importance of participation and ownership of the decision-making processes e.g. through
sharing responsibilities among participants
• teclmiques in participatory training (explore a variety and the strengths of each and the trainer's
role under each)
• evaluation
Handling the participants' expectations and fears (both at the beginning and during the training
workshop)
4.45 Plenary discussions on participants' concerns
This space should be left for participants' consultations on fears and questions they may have as
new trainers, particularly those not touched during the workshop.

Session plan for Helen Alyek
15 January 1999

Title of session:

Skills in handling and investigating crimes of violence against women
and children
Time: 10.45 a.m - 5.30 pm
Objectives:
At the end of the session, trainees will be able to:a.
Defme crimes of violence against women and children
b.
Understand and critique cutTent intervie\¥ing instructions and teclmiques within the
Uganda ·Police Force
c.
Review and critique the envirorunent at the interviewing centres and assess the impact of
that envirorunent on [he persons being interviewed and the case generally
d.
Understand investigation teclmiques
e.
Develop a check list to guide investigating officers in cases of violence against women
and children

7
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Time

Content

Method

Aid

10.45

Introduction

Talk

None

10.55

Violence against
women and children
ans criminal offences

Brainstonn

Relevant laws

11.15

Current
instructions/practices
for interviewing

Group work

.

12.00 - 12.45

""None
-

-

Group reports and
discussions

.

-

2.00 min

Case study analysis

Group work

3.00

Group repOlts and
discussions

Plenary

3.45

Developing a check
list

Group work

4.15

Group reports and
discussions

Plenary

Trainer's input

Talk

OHPlFlipChart

. "-'.'

.

-

-,

.

----

.

5,00

8

OHP ana flip chart
paper

2.00 - 5.30

pm~

WOMEN'S RIGHTS

Objectives:
•
To introduce the legal provisions relating to women
•
To create an appreciation of the link between the law and women's needs,
entitlement and obligations.
•
To create an awareness of the structures and procedures for the protection of
women's rights.
•
To create an appreciation of the roles of the professionals community and pUblic.
2.00 - 230 pm

MARRIAGE

Participants discuss the types of marriages within the community, focussing on the
duties and rights of all parties.

Facilitator's notes
Legal effects of marriage
Property rights
Maintenance of spouse and child
Conjugal rights

2.30 - 300 DIVORCE AND SEPARATION
2.30 - 2.35 PM
Role play on a bad/incidence of separation. The character depicts a scenario where the
property is thrown out of the house and the women is reported for theft.

2.35-250 Brainstorming on above.
Seek participants views of the role play. Are any rights infringed, what is the duty of the
Police.

Facilitator's notes
Procedure of divOfCe/separation
Legal effects of divorce/separation on parties, children, property.

2.50 - 300 pm Processing of Information
The facilitation draws out the ideas that reflect the legal position.
100 -3.30 pm IN'HERITANCE

"

3.00 - 3.40 pm
Brainstonning on the practice of inheritance in the community who is supposed to inherit
and how is it done. The objective is to assess the participants understanding of
inheritance.
3.10 - 3.30 pm Process oflnfonnation
Facilitator's notes:
•
Definition of inheritance,
. · w h o is entitled to inherit
•
Control of distribution of one's property; making a will
3.20-3.30 pm Elements ofa Will

3.30-400 pm RAPE AND DEFrr..EMENT
Methodology: working groups
3.30-3.40 pm - Participants are divided into 2 groups, one discussing rape and the other
defilement. Each group will be given a case study.
CASE STUDY: RAPE: A woman goes for a date, she gets drunk and the car breaks
down and she spends the night at her male friend. She is raped in her sleep. She keeps
quite for 2 days and later realized that she has an STD. She reports to the Police.
CASE STUDY: DEFrr..EMENT: A girl of 13 years is defiled by her teacher. The girl
looks to be over 20 years. She actually took the condom to the teacher so that they have
sexual intercourse.
GUIDELINES FOR GROUP DISCUSSIONS:
The elements of the offence; how the offence is proved; The rules of evidence; why such
cases are withdrawn and the implications of the withdrawn.
3.40-400 PrnPlenary discussion of group findings.
4.15-4.25 Distinciion between rape and defilement.

•
4.25-4.45 p.m PROSnTImON
4.10-4.15 Brainstorming on definition of prostitution and the parties who are criminally
liable.

4.15 - 5.30 Pm DOMESTIC VIOlENCE

. Plenary discussion on the visual Aid ofWildaf on Domestic Violence; this is intendOO to
raise thoughts on how the police can protect women's rights.
Guiding questions:
Definition; why don't people give evidence on violence; who is supposed to report
domestic violence; can the police respond to such reports; why does the police assume it
.is privacy when people always know; in investigating, who are the people supposed to be
ccntacted;
Why are domestic violence cases withdrawn;
.
. How can the police promote the protection within the family
vVAY FORWARD

C01JNSELLING
TOPIC

Counselling the suspect

TIME

I Hour 30 minutes
3.45 p.m - 4.45 p.m

OBJECTIVE

To equip the Police Office5s (participants) with skills for
sensitive
Handling and counselling a suspect.

METHODOLOGY

Question and answer

Role play
Group discussions and plenary

LEARNING MATERl.A.LS
Posters on counselling a suspect
Simple booklets on stages of counselling
Flip charts, markers, masking tape
PROCEDURE

A role play about a suspect mishandled by the community,

and taken to the Police Station where he was being
counseled by a Police Social Worker. The suspect is made
tosquort down while being counseled by the Policeman in
Uganda.

LEARNING POINTS: DEFINITION OF A SUSPECT

I.

A suspect is a person who has been charged for committing an offence but not
convicted.

2.

A case against a suspect must be proved beyond reasonable doubt.
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3.

A suspect can be remanded but has a constitutional rights to apply for a bail.

4.

A suspect is innocent until proved guilty

LEARNING POINTS

,

The emotions and attitude which the suspect brings to the Counsellor are based on human
needs such are:I.

The need to be dealt with as an individual rather than a case, a type or a category.

2.

The need to express his/her feelings both negative and positive. The feelings may
be offear, insecurity, resentment, hatred and injustice.

3.

The need for a sympathetic understanding of and response to the feelings
expressed.

4.

The need to be accepted as a person of worth, a person with innate dignity,
regardless of the persons dependency, weaknesses, faults or failures.

5.

The need to be neither judged nor condemned for the difficulties in which he finds
himself.

6.

The need to make his/her own choices and decisions concerning hislher own life.

~.

Note:

That, a suspect does not want to be pushed around, bossed
or told what to do. He wants to be helped, not
commanded.

Give example:

Of how the suspects remand prisoners are made to work
very hard in Gardens when they are not supposed to.
The constitution provides for human rights for suspects.
Not be beaten.

7

The need to keep confidential information about himself7herself as a secret as
possible because the suspect does not want his neighbours and the world at large
to know about his problems.

Principles of counselling the suspect is summarized as follows:I.

Individualization

2.

Purposeful expression offeel ings

3

3.

Controlled emotional involvement

4.

Acceptance

5.

The non-judgmental attitude

6.

Client self-determination

7.

Confideritiality

LEARNING POINTS
-

The Counsellor therefore need to let the suspect understand the following:
a)

Committing a crime is wrong and they have a responsibility prevent or report it

b)

That it was not herlher fault (that is if he has not committed the crime)

c)

That she/he is not a lone

d)

That there is help available

e)

That there is help available

f)

That they can move on with life

GUIDELINES ON HOW TO COUNSEL A SUSPECT
a)

Good planning and setting the conducive climate/atmosphere

b)

Understand the suspect tn terms of:
Age
Sex
Socio economic background
Emotional feelings
Any harm the suspect has suffered or at the risk of
suffering

•

c)

Should distinguish from a suspect in the urban rural or middle class

4

d)

The Police Officers should not counsel a suspect while in uniform because some
suspects already know that Police arrest and locks them in cells. Therefore, a
suspect gets scared and will fear to tell the truth. Example: a suspect who does
not trust a Counsellor will always say that: "They say that I stole" even if he
didn't steal.

e)

Be friendly and ask questions in different ways.
Be patient, attentive, convincing, kind and show that you care and are concern.

g)

Use simple language of the suspects tribe if English is not unaerstood.

h)

Allow the suspect to sit on a stool or chair but not to squort on the ground.

i)

Avoid authoritative approach

j)

Avoid hurrying the suspect because counselling consumes a lot oftime

k)

Avoid being surprised and do not shout at the suspect because he/she may fear to
give further information.

I)

Do not be abusive and show emotional reactions, anger or intimidation because a
suspect may escape.

NOTE:

That the success of counselling a suspect depends on how a counsellor
communicates to the suspect.

ACTIVITY
Group work
Divide participants into two groups and they discuss the following questions which will
be presented in plenary.
Group I

•

You are a Police Training Officer in the rural District, can you give the major points you
teach the trainees about counselling a suspect.
Group II
You are a Police Officer, In Charge of a Police Station. You find a manlwoman who is
suspected of stealing being rapped up by your Junior Officer.

a)

Whafwould you do to the-suspect?

b)

What would you do to the Junior Police Officer?

Further readings:

,

1.

Harold Hackney 1. Sheril yn Cormier;
Third Edition: Counselling strategies and interventions

2.

F.I. Harris: Social casework and social change in Afiica

•

-

Prepared by:

Winifred Agabo
AG. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
5th November, 1998
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